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The DetectorThe Detector
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� 200 meters long

� 3000 tons of glass

� Alternating glass and 
proportional tube (or 
scintillator) planes.



Capabilities

� Highest precision measurement of sin

� The highest precision neutrino experiment so far 
(NuTeV) was off by 3σ.

� Will be able to see if this was an error, statistical 
fluctuation, or new physics.fluctuation, or new physics.

� Will measure sin2θ
w
through both electron and quark 

interactions.

� 20 to 100 times more data than similar experiments 

Capabilities

Highest precision measurement of sin2θ
w
. 

The highest precision neutrino experiment so far 

Will be able to see if this was an error, statistical 
fluctuation, or new physics.
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fluctuation, or new physics.

through both electron and quark 

times more data than similar experiments 



� A histogram of the number 
of events with respect to 
measured energy (GeV) 
was generated for each 
true energy 

� Fit as gaussian to obtain 
the mean reconstructed 
energy for each true energy for each true 
energy and the width of the 
distribution

number of events vs reconstructed 
energy (GeV). 

� Investigating Proportional tubes and 

� Proportional tube: 1 cm thick and 
surrounded by 1mm copper on each side.

� Scintillator: 1 cm thick and 5 cm wide 4

number of events vs reconstructed 
energy (GeV). --Fit for π+ at 100GeV

Investigating Proportional tubes and Scintillator:

and 2 cm wide proportional tubes 
mm copper on each side.

cm wide Scintillator



Calibration:  π

� Fit: p1X + p0

� Points above 75 GeV were included in the fit

Calibration:  π+ vs π0
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GeV were included in the fit



Energy Resolution

� The fit of the plot of 
Sigma/mean vs true 
energy yields the 
energy resolution.  It is energy resolution.  It is 
fit as:

� Data points above 1 
GeV were included in 
the fit

p1 /Energyp0

Energy Resolution
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Fit for a positive pion



Proportional tube vs scintillator(for 

� Fit:

� The scintillator has better energy resolution 

p1 /Energyp0

Proportional tube vs scintillator(for π+) 
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The scintillator has better energy resolution 



Resolutions

Particle        proportional tube            scintillator

Res (p1)

0.20 ± 0.01 4.2x10-4 0.060 ± 0.002
0.20 ± 0.01 7.2x10-5 0.063 ± 0.002

0.20 ± 0.01 0.0020 0.066 ± 0.002

Res (p1) (√GeV) const (p0)

π 0

e-

γ

� The electromagnetic energy resolution of the Charm II 
detector was 0.23 √GeV

0.45 ± 0.02 0.021 0.20 ± 0.01
p 0.47 ± 0.02 0.013 0.23 ± 0.01
n 0.47 ± 0.02 0.017 0.23 ± 0.01

π +

Resolutions

           scintillator

Res (p1) prop tube

0.060 ± 0.002 4.4x10-4 0.12 165
0.063 ± 0.002 1.1x10-4 0.12 165

0.066 ± 0.002 1.8x10-4 0.12 166

Calibration (MeV/GeV)

const (p0) scint
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The electromagnetic energy resolution of the Charm II 

0.20 ± 0.01 0.0046 0.11 160
0.23 ± 0.01 3.8x10-4 0.11 159
0.23 ± 0.01 -1.2x10-4 0.11 159



Interactions

� Want to separate neutrino-
(ν

µ
+ e- →ν

µ
+ e- ) from the background of d

inelastic scattering events (
study the electron events.

Interactions

-electron scattering events 
) from the background of deep 

inelastic scattering events (ν
µ
+ q →ν

µ
+ q) in order to 
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π+ vs e- event separation

� A first look

Averaged energy deposits of π

event separation
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Averaged energy deposits of π+ and e- at 100 GeV



Defining the beginning of an event 

� Start with 2 planes in a row above 

� Go backwards from this point to check for backscattering by 
fitting data to a straight line.

� An plane that has an energy width more than twice the cell 
width of a proportional tube (2
away from the line fit is counted as backscatter.away from the line fit is counted as backscatter.

� We use the point before the first sign of backscatter as our 
shower start

� End of event: 50 consecutive planes under 

Defining the beginning of an event 

planes in a row above 5 MIPs of energy

Go backwards from this point to check for backscattering by 

An plane that has an energy width more than twice the cell 
2cm)  or is more than this distance 

away from the line fit is counted as backscatter.
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away from the line fit is counted as backscatter.

We use the point before the first sign of backscatter as our 

consecutive planes under 5 MIPs



Energies (GeV) 

Widths (cm) 

Electrons

Energies (GeV) 

Widths (cm) 

Hadrons
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Separating Events: Longitudinal
� Shower length

� The ratio of the energy in the first 10 

� The ratio of the energy in 10 planes surrounding the plane with the maximum 
energy to the total energy of the shower

Separating Events: Longitudinal

10 planes to the total energy of the shower

planes surrounding the plane with the maximum 
energy to the total energy of the shower
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Separating Events: Transverse
� Sum of the width of each plane for all of the planes in the shower

� Sum of the width in the first 7 planes

� Width intervals

� Presence of backscatter- as defined in the shower start algorithm

Separating Events: Transverse
Sum of the width of each plane for all of the planes in the shower

as defined in the shower start algorithm
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Cut Values

Cut

length (planes)

Energy in first 10 planes/total energy
Energy in 10 planes around max/total

sum of plane widths (cm)

sum of first 7 plane widths (cm)

� Can apply to spectrum of energies

Sum of plane width intervals/length (cm/planes)

Backscatter

Cut Values

Value

<80 < 100 <120 

<0.1 <0.06 <0.055
>0.4 >0.4 >0.4

<400 <700 <800

<7 <7 <7

25 GeV 100 GeV 200 GeV
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Can apply to spectrum of energies

Sum of plane width intervals/length (cm/planes) <5 <5 <5

Not present Not present Not present



Results of Separation
Cut

electrons

Initial number of events

length (planes)

Energy in first 10 planes/total energy

Energy in 10 planes around max/total

sum of plane widths (cm)

sum of first 7 plane widths (cm)

� Hadron events are 2000 times more likely

� Event separation would be very difficult with a purely 
no position resolution

� Can make sample better by including 

sum of first 7 plane widths (cm)

Sum of plane width intervals/length (cm/planes)

Backscatter

percent left 0.495

% Contamination

Results of Separation
Number of Events Left

25 GeV 100 GeV 200 GeV

electrons hadrons electrons hadrons electrons hadrons

400 173664 400 112910 400 57028

369 111788 362 34540 378 15185

288 8102 343 10249 374 9295

278 6104 326 6967 349 5366

268 291 315 246 307 59

210 20 243 10 211 1
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times more likely

Event separation would be very difficult with a purely scintillator detector –

Can make sample better by including shower angle

210 20 243 10 211 1

205 17 239 9 202 1

198 6 213 4 168 0

0.495 0.00345% 53.3% 0.00354% 0.42 <0.0017%

15.7% 15.0% <10.0%


